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Hobby lobby stores locations

Although Hobby Lobby is usually known for its arts and crafts supplies and decorative fabrics, a Justice Department investigation found that the company has apparently added smuggled ancient artifacts to its stockpile. The details of this investigation have left many wondering exactly what Iraqi artifacts Hobby Lobby has in its possession,
and why an Oklahoma-based vendor owned by evangelical Christians decided to marry. According to DOJ officials and court documents, Hobby Lobby smuggled more than 55,000 ancient clay artifacts from Iraq through an unnamed vendor in 2010, paying more than $1.6 million for the pieces. The company's president, Steve Green, said
in a statement that the collection of historically and religiously important books and artifacts about the Bible is consistent with the company's mission and passion for the Bible. Court documents state that the smuggled items consisted of wedge tablets and bricks, clay bull and cylindrical seals. Cuneiom font is an ancient writing system, first
developed in Mesopotamia, which involves rewriting information on clay tablets. Clay bullae are balls of clay imprinted with old seals. All the artifacts were thousands of years old, and originated in modern-day Iraq.The Green family has been collecting cultural artifacts from a fertile crescent since 2009, The New York Times reported, a
hobby that stems from their interest in the biblical Middle East. The evangelical family has been curating items for the Bible Museum, which opens in Washington, D.C. in November this year. The DOJ investigation against Hobby Lobby states that Steven Green traveled to the United Arab Emirates in July 2010 to inspect ancient artifacts,
and was warned by a law expert on cultural property that the items could be illegally obtained from Iraq. Although the expert urged company leaders to ensure that the items were properly documented on customs forms, they were instead shipped with vague labels such as ceramic tiles or samples. According to Green, the company
inadvertently smuggled items as a result of its inexperience in museum heating. He said the company had made regrettable mistakes, adding that Hobby Lobby is cooperating fully with investigators. We should have exercised greater oversight and carefully asked how the acquisitions were handled. Hobby Lobby has been cooperating
with the government throughout the investigation, and with the announcement of today's settlement agreement, it is pleased that the matter has been resolved. As a result of the DOJ investigation, Hobby Lobby is forced to pay a $3 million fine, and must forfeit all artifacts that were illegally acquired. How do I know I can trust these reviews
about the hobby lobby? How do I know I can trust these reviews about the hobby lobby? 2,678,147 reviews of ConsumerAffairs are verified. We require contact information to ensure that our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to verify quality and usefulness.
For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com visit our FAQ. Lydia of Edison, N.J. Verified Reviewer Original review: October 30, 2020I was according to this store a business partner in retail. Like President Steve Green of Hobby Lobby I am a speaker on both business and philanthropic interests, always focusing on how
my faith intersects with my life's efforts. My first day in the store was on 07/30/2020. I visit nine of their different stores a week. Every week God willing. This is because I am doing my holiday shopping. I also too buy some stuff for my home. I feel like every time I make a purchase, I give back to a store that has the same interests that I
have. I shop big. Each store is limited in quantity. My experience is this. Since my first visit on 07/30/20 up and including the 10/24/20 I have spent, including an online purchase, which I have income for $7,314.14. That's not including what I spent in cash. So my total spending is about $10,000. within 3 months. On Saturday 10/24/20 I
visited their Phillipsburg NJ location because they had 2 items on hold for me that I needed to complete the package. For most, every time I visit a store I get receipts, non income returns because I don't keep my receipts, and shop purchases. It was on 10/24/20 that the store manager told me that I was no longer able to return the non-
acceptable items. This came as a huge surprise to me. I've never had a problem before. The manager was very rude and it was humiliating. I felt like I was stealing. I asked her why and she said she got the message. She didn't even know my name at the moment! I took her name off her nametag and decided to take it over with customer
service. I contacted customer service and explained the same thing. They said they'd look at it and come back to me. In the meantime on 10/27/20 I visited an Englishtown shop location in Englishtown, NJ. On leaving, in the parking lot, I was approached by two police officers. It was very traumatic and humiliating and caused a lot of
anxiety. I worked with the police just to find out I had mistaken someone else. Looks like someone's stealing from their store. They had the wrong person. I wasn't the individual they were looking for. I never got an apology from anyone. In the meantime, the next day after the incident, customer service called me back and left a message
that the company had made this decision regarding non accepted returns. That's all. There's no reason. No warning. Nothing. That's not right. If a corporate had a problem with my non income returning note it should alert me to it and not wait for the last minute. But still have no problem with my purchases and my money. Unfortunately for
me I have to go back to Hobby Lobby to complete my shopping for Halloween. I won't be visiting Phillipsburg or Englishtown locations because I'm getting traumatized. I am an excellent citizen with a clean driving licence and have an excellent professional and personal reputation, which took me 30 years to create. I'm a god who's afraid
of man, and I've never stolen anything in my life. I deal with their long and slow lines and their mistakes are often made when it comes to items being listed in the wrong categories and their poor prices and sales. I am a very private person, but the bad that Hobby Lobby has done must be documented and people in the world have a right
to know about their actions. I will continue to pray for Hobby Lobby because they will have to consider for their actions to a larger person than I. God. Read the full review by Maria of Sacramento, CA Verified Reviewer Original Review: October 13, 2020I ordered a cricut online and they void my order. The lady in Loretta's business said I
used a coupon when I didn't.... I've never used a coupon. The coupon states that it can't be used for cricut, so how do I use it? Then Loretta said the sale price was an accident. It was for sale for $199. As soon as I saw that my order had been cancelled, I called. I talked to Catelyn. That was yesterday and she confirmed with her
supervisor that she'd got it for a sale price of $199. Idk if they sold more than expected with the sale price and are now cancelling new orders. But one person says one thing and the other says something else. This is corporate. They weren't helpful, they were rude. Ok I'm sorry, not all corporate just Loretta. I'm not ordering a hobby lobby
anymore. The first time and it was a bad experience and talking to the company made it worse. Pam from Leola, PA Verified Reviewer Original review: June 20, 2020I was questioned as to why I was buying the item because the treasurer felt I was supporting the police by buying them. It was a paw patrol, a police dog, Chase. Yes - I
really support the police. However, I will not support a place that is not. InTita of Richmond Hill, GA Verified Reviewer Original Review: June 11, 2020I was very unwelcome today, 6/11/2020.. 1:32 p.m. The Treasurer was so rude to us. She threw me money! Maybe because I'm Latin + Hispanic?.. I love my close shop in Savannah.. But
this time this lady was angry, not compassionate with customers, serious, not good manners to serve customers!... I just wanted to give my opinion and let you know what happened to me this afternoon. God bless you and have a nice day. Cash register name: **. S-612 R-2 HOBBY-LOBBY STORE #612, 11140 Abercorn Street,
Savannah, GA 31419.Anne of Colorado Springs, CO Verified Reviewer Original Reviewer: June 10, 2020I ordered from Hobby Lobby 3 times since March (during Covid closures) and all 3 times the item has arrived broken or damaged. It's very frustrating to have to go through the whole return process and the fact that items are never
packed safely or protected from Elements. Greg of Grafton, IL Verified Reviewer Original Review: June 6, 2020My order with Hobby Lobby is lost in transit. You can't call this company and talk to anyone because they won't let it. The recording says they write them a post. You can't write them down and get an answer because they won't
respond! I'm still writing with no answer at all. Terrible customer service. Now, I'm just waiting until I have challenged cc charges. The customer increased the rating by 2 stars! Lauren of Springfield, MO Verified Reviewer Resolution reply: 28.s.5.2020Update ... Hobby Lobby let me exchange and gave me another discount. I also got my
shipping and handling back on the hobby lobby card. The staff at the store were very kind and after my experience that was well appreciated. However, I still don't recommend ordering fragile items from them online and having it shipped. Original review: May 28, 2020 I enjoy shopping at Hobby Lobby in the store. However due to the
quarantine they were closed, so I ordered a $100 alfalfa to think it would be a package with commentary because like other sites I ordered from. When I got the lantern box it didn't have fragile stickers and no side up stickers. When I opened the box he didn't have a suspension to prevent movement. My top of the lantern was completely
broken. The door was torn off. Hinges and glass were broken. I called multiple stores to ask if I could bring them to exchange. Fortunately, one store had only one in stock. They said they'd hold it in exchange. Hopefully when I get there, everything will go well. Whoever is in charge of the pack must have more sense. Beware of ordering
online. Eileen from Bronx, NY Verified Reviewer Original Reviewer: May 27, 2020I I made a purchase for a 24x36 frame. I'm not sure if because the box was big or because we quarantined my goods came smashed. The box outside had a hole, so the inside was broken, too. I have emailed the company more than 8 times without
replying. I tried calling so I could get a slip back without success. When you call the main number, it tells you that they are not available, and try it online. What angers me is the fact that when I made the purchase they were available, but to come back no one seems to care. I can lose $75.00 and it's fine, but as a base employee who
works hard through COVID to make $75 it hurts to lose without guilt. I never shop in this store again. I learned about Joann's Craft Store, this is where I'll be doing all the forward kj purchases from Miami, FL Verified Reviewer Verified Buyers Original review: February 15, 2020 First let me start by saying that I should do more research on
this shady, artifact theft, fake Christian trade. I ordered 4 items on the Hobbylobby.com everything was supposed to be a 40% discount. I also added a promo code for an extra 40% of the most expensive items. I gave my card information and agreed to pay $35... Check out my back statement and HOBBY LOBBY charged MI $59.30. I
look in the confirmation email and I've charged the full price for all the items plus $10 for a reason??!! Like on the ground??!! HE'S STEALING STRAIGHT!!! I am now waiting 2-7 business days it takes for them to respond to an email. And of course it's been over 2 days. I'M TOTALLY DISAPPOINTED AND ANGRY. NOW IS NOT THE
TIME TO TAKE PEOPLE'S MONEY WITHOUT PERMISSION. Just save money and headaches and don't buy here! Read the full review of Georgia of Orlando, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: March 2, 2020In 2018, I bought a $400.00 tree at Hobby Lobby. On my second Christmas the lights on the tree didn't work properly. I went
to the store with income and to my total disappointment Hobby Lobby literally didn't care. They said they can't do anything if they don't make a tree. What I find embarrassing is that Hobby Lobby claims to be a Christian business!!! What's a Christian in this? Is this just a way to attract customers? When it comes to treating customers as
human beings, they are far from good. Never go to Hobby Lobby for your Christmas tree. Georgia Next
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